St. Ann’s Academy - Mathematics
Students at St. Ann’s Academy will be able to reason abstractly and quantitatively. Students will define, explain, and understand
different types of word problems (simple to complex). Students will use different tools to solve mathematical problems. Students will
use a variety of problem solving skills and strategies to master mathematical concepts and develop a deep understanding of numbers
and operations.
Number Sense and Numeration
Counts by whole integers
Counts backward
Recites, relates, and communicates an understanding of multiples of a number
Counts by ½ and ¼
Counts by large numbers
Matches sets and numbers
Counts and groups numbers
Writes digits 0-9
Reads and writes one-digit whole numbers
Reads and writes two-digit numbers
Reads and writes decimals
Reads and writes three-digit and larger numbers
Reads and writes whole numbers in expanded form
Reads and writes numbers in scientific notation
Identifies numbers before, after, & between
Identifies numbers on a 100 chart
Compares and orders whole numbers
Uses a number line (integers, fractions, etc.)
Rounds whole numbers
Rounds numbers to tenth, hundredth, etc.
Identifies place value for whole numbers
Identifies place value for decimals through thousandth
Identifies and describes equivalent sets
Estimates and counts collections of objects
Represents equivalent forms of the same number
Compares numbers and sets with more, fewer, and the same (using greatest and least)
Identifies multiples of a number (and least common multiple)
Identifies factors of a number (and greatest common factor)
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Identifies and simplifies expressions with and without exponents
Identifies square numbers and perfect squares
Understands and identifies even and odd numbers
Identifies ordinal position
Identifies and creates pairs
Reads and writes Roman Numerals
Identifies approximate value of
Understands and uses divisibility rules
Concepts of Whole Number Operations
Understands and uses mathematical language (addend, sum, difference, etc.)
Understands and shows meaning of addition using manipulatives, pictures, words, and
numbers
Writes number sentences to show addition
Identifies addend, sum, and difference
Identifies and uses the commutative and associative properties of addition
Understands and shows meaning of subtraction using manipulatives, pictures, words, and
numbers
Writes number sentences to show subtraction
Writes, identifies, and applies number sentences to show addition and subtraction
Understands and uses the inverse relationship between subtraction and addition
Writes addition and subtraction fact families
Understands and shows meaning of multiplication using manipulatives, pictures, words,
and numbers
Writes number sentences to show multiplication
Identifies and factor and product
Constructs, labels, and writes number sentences for an array
Identifies the commutative and associative properties of multiplication
Understands and shows meaning of division using manipulatives, pictures, words, and
numbers
Writes, understands, and applies number sentences to show multiplication and division
Identifies the properties of 0 or 1 in multiplication and/or division
Uses the inverse relationship between division and multiplication to check answers
Writes multiplication and division fact families
Identifies quotients, dividends, and/or divisors
Whole Number Computation
Addition and Subtraction
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Uses concrete objects or pictures to model and solve addition and subtraction problems
Identifies “one more” and “one less” than a number
Identifies “ten more” and “ten less” than a number
Identifies missing addends
Estimates a sum and difference
Adds and subtracts using mental computation
Adds three or more single digit numbers
Adds and subtracts 2- and 3-digit (and higher) numbers with and without regrouping
Adds and subtracts 3-digit numbers decimals (money)
Adds 3 or more multi-digit numbers
Use inverse operation to check addition and subtraction answers
Use estimation to check reasonableness of calculations
Solves addition and subtraction word problems
Writes story problems for addition and subtraction number sentences
Masters subtraction facts up to 20
Multiplication and Division
Doubles a number
Masters multiplication and division facts
Understands the relationship between multiplication and repeated addition
Estimates products and quotients
Understands multiplying by multiples of 10, 100, 1000
Multiplies and divides using mental math strategies
Multiplies 2-digit by 1-digit numbers
Multiplies a 3-digit (or larger) number by 1-digit number
Multiplies 2-digit by 2-digit (or larger) numbers
Multiplies using the algorithm
Solves multiplication and division word problems
Divides objects into equal groups
Divides by 2
Divides a 2-, 3-, and 4-digit number by a 1-digit divisor
Use inverse operation to check multiplication and division answers
Divides using the division algorithm
Finds the prime factorization of whole numbers
Understands and uses exponents
Estimates and finds square roots
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
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Identifies one half and one fourth of a whole
Identifies a fractional part of a whole
Writes a fraction to show a part of a whole
Represents and writes mixed numbers
Finds half of a set of objects
Identifies a fractional part of a set
Writes a fraction to show a part of a set
Compares fractions (<, >, =)
Finds the least common denominator (LCD)
Finds equivalent fractions
Finds the reciprocals of numbers
Converts between improper fractions and mixed numbers
Recognizes and identifies equivalent fractions
Orders fractions (greatest to least; least to greatest)
Simplifies fractions to lowest terms
Writes fraction number sentences that equal 1
Adds and subtracts fractions and mixed numbers with like denominators
Adds and subtracts fractions and mixed numbers with unlike denominators
Multiplies and divides fractions and mixed numbers
Uses pictures to represent decimals
Reads and writes decimals
Compares and orders decimals
Writes tenths or hundredths using common fractions and decimals
Identifies fraction, decimal, and/or percent equivalents
Converts between fractions, decimals, and percents
Finds a percent of a whole
Finds a percent of a group or set
Writes reciprocals of numbers
Finds rates and ratios
Solves proportions with an unknown in one term
Adds and subtracts decimals (including money)
Multiplies and divides decimals (including money)
Multiplies and divides fractions and mixed numbers
Currency
Identifies and counts pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
Identifies bills
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Finds the value of a set of coins
Compares the values of sets of coins and bills
Trades coins to make equivalent amounts
Reads and writes money amounts to $1.00 and up to $10.00 using dollar and cent symbols
Reads and writes money amounts to $99,999.99
Makes change from $1, $5, and/or $10
Counts bills
Pays for items using bills
Writes a check
Balances a checkbook register
Estimates and finds amount of sales tax
Determines unit cost
Converts U.S. currency to other currencies
Measurement
Calendar and Time
Identifies seasons
Identifies today’s date
Identifies dates on a calendar
Solves problems using a calendar and understands other world calendars
Writes the date using digits
Identifies yesterday, today, and tomorrow
Identifies days of the week (including week days and weekends) and months of the year
Identifies morning, afternoon, evening, and night (a.m., p.m., noon, midnight)
Use digital and analog clocks to show and tell time to the hour, half-hour, quarter-hour
Tells and shows time to the 5-minute and minute interval
Tells and shows time to the second
Estimates time to the nearest half hour
Finds elapsed time
Compares and orders events by time
Identifies United States time zones and understand other world time zones
Temperature
Identifies cold, cool, warm, and/or hot
Uses a thermometer and understands the difference between Fahrenheit and Celsius
Compares differences in hourly, daily, and/or seasonal temperature
Reads and understands a Fahrenheit and Celsius thermometer
Estimates temperature
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Identifies common temperatures
Lines, Segments, & Rays
Compares and orders objects by length or height
Creates a measuring tool
Uses, interprets, and understands a ruler (customary and metric)
Estimates and measures length/distance using standard and non-standards units
Selects and/or uses appropriate tools for measuring length
Measures length using customary (in. ft. yd.) and metric (cm, mm, m) units
Describes, identifies, and draws lines, segments, and rays
Describes, identifies, and draws parallel and perpendicular lines
Describes, identifies, and draws horizontal, vertical, intersecting, and oblique lines
Draws line segments and rays using customary and metric units
Identifies equivalent units of linear measure
Converts customary and metric units
Uses a scale to find distance on a map
Weight (Mass) and Capacity (Volume)
Compares and orders objects by weight and/or capacity
Identifies customary and/or metric units of mass and capacity
Estimates weight and capacity
Weighs objects using non-standards units
Selects and/or uses appropriate tools for measuring weight and/or capacity
Weighs objects using customary or metric units
Compares and orders containers by capacity
Measures capacity
Identifies and uses measuring cups and measuring spoons (tbsp, tsp, ½ tsp)
Follows a recipe and measures ingredients
Identifies equivalent units of weight and capacity
Understands the difference between weights (kg & lb) and applies it to solve problems
Area, Perimeter, and Volume
Compares and orders object by size (area)
Estimates and finds area of a rectangle
Finds the area of complex figures
Estimates area
Estimates and finds perimeter of a polygon
Uses perimeter formulas
Compares, estimates, and measures circumference
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Finds volume of a rectangular prism and cube
Estimates volume
Finds the measure of a circle
Finds the area of triangles, rectangles, and parallelograms
Finds the area of circles
Finds the area of complex figures
Finds the volume of right prisms, cylinders, pyramids, and cones
Geometry
Identifies right and left
Identifies first, last, between, and middle
Describes, compares, and orders concrete objects by relative position and attributes
Gives and follows directions about location
Arranges and describes objects in relative space
Creates, identifies, and/or draws congruent shapes, designs, and/or line segments
Creates and/or identifies similar shapes
Combines geometric shapes to make new shapes
Makes and covers designs with pattern blocks or tangrams
Makes and copies designs on a geoboard
Identifies, describes, sorts, and/or compares two-dimensional geometric shapes
Identifies, describes, and classifies polygons by their attributes
Identifies angles and sides
Identifies parallel lines and line segments
Identifies intersecting and perpendicular lines and line segments
Identifies horizontal, vertical, and oblique line segments
Names line segments
Describes, identifies, and names right, acute, obtuse, and straight angles
Identifies and describes interior and exterior angles
Calculates to find unknown angle measures
Identifies complementary and supplementary angles
Finds and uses the sum of angle measures
Identifies and classifies triangles by lengths of sides (scalene, isosceles, equilateral) and by
angle (acute, obtuse, and right)
Uses a protractor, compass, and ruler
Constructs triangles
Identifies and sorts concrete objects by attribute
Identifies, describes, sorts, compares, and/or constructs three-dimensional geometric solids
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Identifies faces, vertices, and edges of a geometric solid
Identifies and draws a line of symmetry and/or creates symmetrical designs
Explores, identifies, and/or shows transformations – translations, rotations, and reflections
Graphs reflections across the horizontal or vertical axes
Classifies quadrilaterals
Understands and identifies congruence and similarity
Identifies parts of a circle
Finds the perimeter of circles and complex figures
Draws three-dimensional figures
Patterns and Sequences
Identifies, reads, and extends patterns in shapes, colors, designs, and/or numbers
Identifies the missing shape or design in a repeating pattern
Identifies the missing number in a sequence
Identifies the missing item(s) in an array or matrix
Makes, labels, and writes number sentences for an array
Recognize and extend patterns in multiplication
Analyzes a pattern or sequence to name a rule
Uses, describes, and extends arithmetic sequences
Completes input/output tables
Analyzes a pattern to verbalize a rule
Algebra
Constructs a number line and/or locates points on a number line
Locates and graphs points (ordered pairs) on a coordinate graph
Graphs linear functions on a coordinate plane
Simplifies expressions using order of operations
Writes and solves number sentences for problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and/or division
Writes and solves equations to solve word problems
Creates problems for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and/or division number
sentences
Uses comparison symbols (<, >, =, ≤,≥, ≠)
Represents an unknown using a symbol
Identifies, writes, and uses a function rule
Solves addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division equations using concrete and
pictorial models
Solves one- and two-step equations with whole numbers
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Formulates an equation with one unknown variable given a problem situation
Solves one- and two-step equations with fractions
Statistics and Data Analysis
Uses statistical terminology
Identifies an object that doesn’t belong in a group
Sorts and classifies objects by common attributes
Determines questions for a survey
Conducts a survey and/or records data
Tallies, collects, and sorts data
Finds range, mean, median, and mode of a set of data
Understands and interprets data
Graphing
Understands terminology and variable concepts
Understands a graph
Graphs a picture on a pictograph
Graphs data on a bar graph
Identifies most, more, fewest, less, and/or same on a graph
Draws conclusions, answers questions, and writes observations about a graph
Reads, draws, and understands different kinds of graphs and diagrams (Venn diagram, line
plot, stem-and-leaf plot, circle graph, etc.)
Represents and interprets data using pictographs, bar graphs, tables and charts, line
graphs, circle graphs, line plots, and histograms
Chooses an appropriate graph
Draws and compares different representations
Understands, graphs, and uses different types of graphs
Probability
Uses, understands, and applies probability terminology
Describes the likelihood of an event
Conducts a probability experiment
Predicts the outcome of an experiment
Calculates probability
Evaluates accuracy of predictions in experiments
Identifies sample spaces
Calculates the probability of compound events
Calculates the probability of independent events
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